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Abstract-The paperdeals withtheCPUutilization of multiprogrammed computer systems. Firsta statistical
description is given for the evolution of the CPU demand of programs to be executed in multiprogramming.
Contrary to Gaver'spaper[3] not the homogeneous case is treatedbut that where the jobs are stochastically
different. For thiscase, in respectof engaging the CPU,it is reasonable to introduce priorities between jobs.
The main results of the paper are concerned with the comparison of different priority rules. Numerical
examples illustrate the inferences drawn.
I. INTRODUCTION
One of the most typical features of computer programs is that they are built of several kinds of
instructions performed by different units of the computer and differing from each other in their
execution time. As to the execution time two classes of instructions appear to be distinguished.
The first contains those which are performed in microseconds by the Central Processor Unit
(CPU), One may caIl them computation instructions. The second class consist of input-output
(I/O) instructions which intercommunicate the program with peripheral units. The I/O
instructions need the operation of some mechanical devices, therefore their execution time is
essentially longer than that of instructions of the first class.
Usually not one but a (finite) series of computational instructions is performed then an I/O
request follows, Let us agree to caIl the time needed for the CPU to perform a series of computa-
tional instructions "computation time" or "CPU time" or "CPU period". The time needed to
fulfill an I/O request will be referred to as "I/O time" or "I/O period".
Usually a program (we shall use also the term "job") starts with an I/O period (the program
and the necessary initial data are loaded) then CPU and I/O periods alternate with each other. In
our mathematical model describing computer programs the CPU time and the I/O time are
assumed to be random variables. If we let dependency occur between these variables then the
model becomes very complicated and only a few questions can be answered. Our basic
assumption on a job will be as follows.
A job consists of I/O and CPU periods alternatingeach other. The durations of these periods
are independentrandomvariables withcommonF(x) and G(x) distribution functions for I/O and
CPU time respectively.
The number of periods is, usually,also random but we shall not concern ourselves very much
with it. Namely it will be assumed that as a job terminates a next job havingthe same stochastic
property is initiated.
Throughout the paper we shall keep in mind a one processor (CPU) multiprogrammed
computer system. For simplicity we suppose that there are as many channels to peripheral
equipmentsas there are jobs that are run simultaneously. Therefore the jobs have occasionally to
wait only for the CPU. A very serious but for our mathematical model an essential restriction is
made on I/O times of jobs. Namelywe suppose that they have exponentialdistribution. This will
ensure that the processes involved are of so calledregenerativekind.Moreover, in this case, if we
look at the CPU then we observe its busy and idle periods, the durations of which are
independent with common exponential distribution for the idle periods. The lengths of busy
periodsalso have common distributions,the characterizationof which is one of our purposes.
*This isoneof threepapersappearing inthisissue,which weresubmitted as theauthorized contribution of theHungarian
Academy of Sciences to our Lanczos memorial project. (Ed.)
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The aim of the paper is to investigate the CPU utilization understood to be the ratio
expected CPU busy period time
expectedCPU busy periodtime +expectedCPU idle time'
For the homogeneous case, every job has the same CPU time distribution and I/O time
parameter, Gaver, in [3], has studied how the CPU utilization depends on the number of jobs
executed in multi-programming. In such cases of homogenity the CPU utilization does not
depend on the order in which the CPU services the jobs. Naturally it is justified to consider
stochastically different jobs and investigate the effectof some prioritydisciplines. This will be the
subject of Section2. The first comefirst serveddiscipline is treated inSection3, togetherwiththe
processor sharing model which is a limit case of the time sharing discipline when the quantum
size approaches zero and the swap time is neglected. Section 4 contains some illustrative
numerical examples. Problems similar to ours have been treated in [9] and [10].
In a sequelpaper a contributionwill be madeto the paper[5], by U. N. BhatandR. E. Nanceon
CPU utilization for Time Sharing Systems.
2. PRIORITY FOR CPU
First we considertwo jobs, say A and B, withdifferent stochastic features. Let, for job A, the
sequence of CPU times be {X, i 2: I} with common d.f. F(x ), the sequence of I/O times be
{7).(i), i 2: I} with common exponentional distribution parameter A> O. For job B let these
sequences be {Y, i 2: I} and {7)..'" , i 2: I} with d.I. G(x) and exponential d.f. parameter p. > 0
accordingly. All these quantities are understood to be mutually independent. For simplicity the
indices, when not necessary, will be omitted.
Suppose now that jobs A and B are executed simultaneously in such a fashion that A has
priority*, for CPU, over B. Briefly this means that the CPU may perform computational
instructions for job B only during I/O periods of job A.
Look now at the CPU and note that its idle period length has exponential distribution with
parameter A+p.. Furthermorea CPU busy period starts witha CPU timeof job A or job B with
probability PA = ,1./(,1. +p.) for A and PH = p. /P + I.t) for B. Denote an arbitrary CPU busy
periodby 0 while designating it by OA or OB inaccordanceas to whetherit is initiated by job A or B.
An obvious consideration yields the stochastic relations
and
v
OR = L: X;+ Y
i = 1
where v is a random integer defined by
Put ¢ (s) = E e- SX . !/J( s ) = E e- SY . On the basis of the relations just established we find that
E e- '5B= i IX(¢(s)) " e- "(A,r e' >' dG(y )= l}J( s + A(I - ¢ (s) )),
" ~ O 0 n .
E e- s 5 .. = LXe-r sx e-... dF(x) + E e- .'5" LXe - H (1 - e -... ) dF(x)
= ¢ (s + /-l) + !/J (s + A(I - ¢ (s )))[¢ (s) - ¢ (s + /-l)] .
Thus
tThe priority is understood to be pre-emptive.
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The expectationsof the quantities involved can be obtained by more elementaryconsiderations.
They are
E8A= EX + (1 - cP (11- ))E8B ,
E8B = EY + EX· Ell = EY - EX· Al/J'(O).
Hence
E8A= EX + EY + AEX . EY - EY. (1)(11-)(1 + EX),
E8B = EY(1 + AEX)
and so
If one gives priority to job B over A then denoting the corresponding periods by 8, 8A , 8B, we
have
E8A= EX(1 + I1-EY),
E8B = EY + EX(1 + I1-EY)- EX'l/J(A)(1 + I1-EY)
and
As to the comparison of E8 with E8 it is easy if both F and G are exponential distributions. In
such cases we shall say that the jobs are of total exponential structure.
Let nowF and G be exponential distributions withparametersa and (3 respectively. Then
Putting Q = I1-PA!(a{3), since I1-PA = ApB we have
E8-E8= A_I (a+A_a(a+A»)_A B_1 ((3 +11-_{3({3 +11-»)
I1-P a{3 11- 11-(0' +11-) P a{3 A A(A +(3)
= Q(a + A_ (3 + 11-) = QA (a + A+ (3) - 11- (a + 11- + (3)
a + J.L {3 + A (a + J.L )({3 + A) •
We can now deduce that in order to increase the CPU utilization the job of shorter expected I/O
time must have priority over the other. This may fail if the jobs are not of total exponential
structure. Let, namely, EX = EY = 1, F(x) = 1- e-x, G(x) = 1if x ~ 1and zero otherwise. Then
E8-E8=A(1+A)-111- -J.L(1+J.L)(1-e- A )
+11-
and it is very easy to verify that if A= 11- + O' 5 then for 11- large enough E8 - E8 becomes
negative.
Weturn nowto treat the case whenmorethan two jobs are to be executedsimultaneously. Let
the number of jobs be n and designate them by the integers 1,2, ... , n. For simplicity we shall
consider the jobs to have total exponential structure. Thus let the CPU time parameter be ai, the
I/O time parameter Ai for job i, i = 1,2, ... , n. Consider now the case when for every i the i -th
job has priorityover jobs of index higher than i. Denoteby 8(i) the CPU busy periodlengthif the
number of jobs executed simultaneously is i. Put (p.{s) = E e-'8(i). We shall derive a recurrence
relation for cPi(S) on the basis of which the CPU utilization can be examined for different
assignments of priority among the jobs.
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For this consider a job, say job A, with computation time distributed as 00 - 1) and I/O time
parameter A = A, +... +Ai- ,. Let B be the i -th job, and suppose that it is executed with job A in
a fashion that A has priority over B. Now the CPU busy period resulting from these two jobs is
stochastically equivalent to 00 ). Thus the expressions obtained earlier for E e" ' ·, and E e - s' u
yield
cf>i(S) = pAE e- ss" +paE e- suB = mi l [ebi-' (S +A;} + (Xi [ ~i -I ( S ) - cf>i -~(S +Ai)]]
mi (XiTs + m;-,(I cPi"(S»
A· (x .+ ~ I
m i (Xi +S + lIl i - ,(I- cPi. ,(s»
with Ill; = A, + . .. + Ai.
Again it is a simple matter to find that
It is not likely that we can obtain an explicit formula for EO'''l. The usefulness of the recurrence
relations is that employing them a computer program can be easily written to determine the CPU
utilization.
Before closing this section we mention that the formula for E e- " 8 allows us to treat the
response time of a job. When job A has priority over job B then the expected response time
determination is not trivial only for job B. Note that, for this, it is quite enough to find the
expected time needed to perform computational instructions, taking into account the
interruptions caused by job A, of a CPU period of job B. But this expected time is just EoB• For
the case when we consider n jobs of total exponential structure such an average time for the i -th
job is given by
I ( )E"O- I) 1
-+ A,+" ' + A,- I U - .
Ct'i Ct'j
3. FIR ST COME FIRST SE RVE D AND PROCESSOR SHARING DISCI PLI NES
Consider again jobs A and B with stochastic description given in the previous section.
Suppose there is no priority between jobs. Thus if a job engaged the CPU it will not release it
until its computation period terminates. Denote the corresponding busy periods by 0*, 0t o~.
These quantities satisfy the stochastic relations
8* _ { X , if X < TI"
A - X + 8~, if X > TI ,, ;
8* - { Y, if Y < TI"
B- Y + Ol, if Y > TI".
Hence
E8t = EX +(1- eb( jl»E8t,
E8t = EY +(I-I/J( A» E81,
and so
* _ EX + EY (I - cf> (jl ))
E8 A - cf>( jl)+I/J(A)-cP(jl)I/J(A)'
*_ EY +EX (I- I/J (A»
E8 B - cf> (jl )+I/J(A ) - cf> (jl )I/J (A)'
Again
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In order to compare E8* with E8 and E8 note that whatever (')'A, '}'B) is one of the doubles
(8A,88 ) , (8t 8t) and (8A, 88 )
In case of total exponential structure one can easily establish that for A> f.t
E8 >E8*>E8,
while for A < f.t the opposite order is valid.
If we wish to consider more than two jobs executed simultaneously then we face serious
complexity. We keep again the notations introduced for an arbitrary number, n > 2,of jobs. The
first come first served discipline means that after a computationperiod terminationthe CPU will
be assigned to the job which has the longest waiting time for the CPU.
In case of total exponential structure for n '" 3 we have to consider the following types of
CPU busy periods. o;-a busy period starts with performingcomputations for the i-th job while
the other two are under I/O activity. There are 3 such periods. 8;j-a period initiated by a
computation periodof job i, providedthat job j is alreadywaiting for the CPU while the third, the
k-th with k '" 6 - (i + j), job is under I/O activity.The numberof such periods is 6. Finally8;ik-a
period at the beginning of which no job is under I/O activity, the CPU continues to perform
computations of job i and the waiting time of job j is longer than that of job k. The number of
such periods is also 6.
For simplicity of writing note that if T/v is a random variable distributed exponentially with
parameter v then
min(T/", ; i '" 1,2, ... , r),
can be considered as T/", +... + v,. Let for every fixed 1:5 if- j :53, k '" 6 - (i + j). The busy
periods introduced satisfy the following system of stochastic equations.
if T/a, < T/Aj +Ak
if T/Aj < T/ai +Ak
if T/Ak < T/a, + Aj ;
" . ( ) {8j , if
ou> mm T/ail T/A, + s.. J'f
Uljk,
Their expectations are given by the equations
T/a, < T/A,
T/Ak < T/ai;
These J5 equations can still be easily reduced to equations containing only the E8; as unknowns.
Let for 1:5 if- j:53
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The equations for the ED. have coefficients
Aii = 1_ A,A2A 3 (~+~)
Q i + llI i OJ Q;k
and for iof. j
where In i =L Aj.
j ¢.i
The constants on the right hand sides are
c = _1_ (1 +L AiR.i) .
Qi+m. i "'i Q ji
It should nowbe clear that in the general case, when II jobs are treated, the number of equations
which have to be considered is ~G)k!. For II = 4 this is 64and for n = 5 it is already325. This is
the serious complexity we mentioned.
Another interestingdiscipline for engaging the CPU is the processor sharing principle. In a
few words one may describe it as follows. Let n jobs be executed simultaneously. Suppose at
moment t k (k $ n) of them need the CPU and the others are under I/O activity. According to
the processor sharingmodel each of the k jobs occupies the CPU but the amountof instructions
performed in time interval (t, t + ~) , i.e. the elapsed computation time, for each of them is
proportional in reverse ratio to k.
In order to investigate the expected CPU busy period for jobs of total exponential structure,
executed according to processor sharing, we consider again the following types of periods.
Dijk-a time interval starting with jobs i, j, k, . .. occupyingthe CPU and terminating at the fir st
instance the CPU becomes idle. It should be clear that the order of enumerating the jobs keeping
the CPU busy does not have an effect on the distribution of D;jk. Thus for general II we have to
consider ~ G) = 2" - 1 types of periods. For the particular case II = 3 we give the stochastic
equations and those determining the expectations involved. Let again 1:s i of. j :S 3 and
k = 6 - (i +j) . Because of the well-known property of the exponential distribution we have
if 1/,,; < 1/A; +Ak
if 71"J < 71,,; + Ak
if 71Ak < 71,,; +Aj ;
if 71"", < 71" j/,+ Ak
if 1/",,, < 1/"'" + Ak
if 71Ak < 71(";+";1/2;
{
s; if Tj" ", < Tj I" ' +Uj)/3
Dijk = min {T/,,;IJ, 1/"p , 1/ukn}+ Ojk , if 1/,,;/., < 71' '' j+'' kl/3
Dik' if 1/"113< 'I)(a '+"0/3.
Thus for the expectations one has
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In this case the number of equations does not increase so rapidl y as it does for the fir st come first
served discipline. For n = 5, e.g, we have to solve 31 equations. However, it wouldbe useful for
both cases to find an economical computer algorithm for obtaining the coefficient matrix of the
equations containing only E5i, (i = I, . . . . 111 ).
4. N U ME Rle AL EX AM PLE S
Computer programs have been written to obtain numerical results for the three disciplines and
job number II = 3. In cases of priority and processor sharing there is no difficulty to consider
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a , = 0·7. A, = () ·3:
a ,=0·5. A,=0· !
2·02
n , =0·5. A, =0·2
(1.2. 3) 3-1421 3·5235 3-2190
a , =O·9.A, = f)·5: a, = f) ·5.A, = 0·3: a ,= 0·7.A, = 0·2
11.2.3) 3·2936 3-0599 33396
a, = 0·7. A, = 0'5: a, = 0·9. A,= (j·3: a, = 0'5. A, = 0·2
(I. 2. 3) 3-2925 3-6961 33333
a, =0 ·7. ,1 , = ()'5: a, = 0·5. A, = () ·3: a, =()·9. A, = 0·2
(1.2.3) 3·5566 3·9344 3-5492
a, =0 ·5. A, = 0'5: a , = () ·9. A, = 0-3: a., = 0·7. A, = 0·2
u.2. 3) 3-6975 4·0882 3 6190
Ct, = 0·5. A, = 0·5: a, = (j·7. A, = ()· 3: a, = 0·9. A, = 0·2
(1.2.3) 3-8109 4·1899 37 142
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Table A illustrates that when assigning the priority among jobs of total exponential structure we
have to take into account the I/O time parameters. Table B tells how a great effect might be
caused by the priority rule on CPU utilization. Table C illustrates that if the I/O parameters are
equal then, for all of the service rules discussed, no differences appear in CPU utilization.
From these tables one would think that the processor sharingdiscipline is at most as effective as
the FCFS. But it is, as table D shows, not so. The advantage of processor sharing rule against
FCFS appears to be dependent, when keeping the I/O time parameters fixed, on CPU time
parameters of the jobs.
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